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Introduction

• This chapter introduces the electronic flight instrument systems
available with advanced avionics. You will see how electronic flight
instrument systems integrate many individual instruments into a
single presentation called a primary flight display (PFD). Since all flight
instruments are combined in one integrated electronic flight
instrument system, a number of enhancements to conventional flight
instruments are now possible. In addition to learning to interpret the
primary flight and navigation instruments, you must learn to
recognize failures of the underlying instrument systems based on the
indications you see in the cockpit. You must also maintain proficiency
in using the backup/standby instruments that are still part of every
advanced cockpit.





Primary Flight Display

• A PFD presents information about primary flight instruments, 
navigation instruments, and the status of the flight in one integrated 
display. Some systems include powerplant information and other 
systems information in the same display. A typical primary flight 
display is shown in Figure 



Primary Flight Display







Head up display

• A head-up display,[1] also known as a HUD (/hʌd/), is any transparent 
display that presents data without requiring users to look away from 
their usual viewpoints. The origin of the name stems from 
a pilot being able to view information with the head positioned "up" 
and looking forward, instead of angled down looking at lower 
instruments. A HUD also has the advantage that the pilot's eyes do 
not need to refocus to view the outside after looking at the optically 
nearer instruments.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Head-up_display#cite_note-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Help:IPA/English
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/See-through_display
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aircraft_pilot
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Accommodation_(eye)




























Color Multifunction Displays( MFD’s) shows following data

Engine parameters

Hydraulic System status

Electrical System status

Flight Control System status

Flight Plans

Ground Maps

Radar displays(many pages)

Optical and other sensor displays

Weapon System status 

Maintenance 
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